
Hari Vidya Bhawan  

Class VI(Worksheet 41)  

                                                 ENGLISH                            Date :26-10-20 

INSTRUCTIONS :                  

*Pls note from now onwards all worksheets should be completed in notebook of respective subjects. 

*These worksheets will be considered as your periodic test.Marks will be given on completion else you 

will have to appear for pen paper test once the school reopens. 

*Read every topic which will be given in worksheet  of the chapter from your course book. 

*All the students must purchase course books as it will enable you to understand the chapter. 

*All queries regarding worksheets shall be resolved from 08:00 am - 3:00pm.  

*kindly download Active app for your effective learning  

* Read grammar book lesson-16 or video 16. 16.1,16.16.2,16.16.6,16.16.5for this worksheet as it will 

help you to understand the topic. 

 

 

A) Rewrite these sentences with at least one word in the future perfect tense. Make the necessary 

changes. One has been done for you : 

1. I finished cooking by 9 a.m.  

I will have finished cooking by 9:00 a.m. tomorrow 

2. I shall return by next week. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_________ 

3. They will spend all their energy by then. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

________ 

4. I will complete my work before Christmas.  

_____________________________________________________________________________________

________ 



5.  The concert will begin when you reach the hall.  

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_________ 

6. Before you reach the school he will leave.  

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_________ 

7.By this time next year she will graduate. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

______ 

 8. Many months will pass before they meet again 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_______ 

9. This athlete will break his own record by the end of the year.  

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_________ 

10. Rahul will take the luggage to the airport and are before our departure. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

________ 

 

 

 



Hari Vidya Bhawan 

Class- VI 

Subject- Science 

Chapter –10  

                                                    Worksheet- 41                           Date: 26- 10-20 

Instructions: 

1. Please note from now onwards all worksheets should be completed in notebook of 

respective subjects. 

2. These worksheets will be considered as your periodic test. Marks will be given on 

completion else you will have to appear for pen paper test once the school reopens. 

3. Read every topic which will be given in worksheet of the chapter from your course book. 

4. All the students must purchase course books as it will enable you to understand the chapter. 

5. All queries regarding worksheets shall be resolved from 8:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. 

6. Kindly download the active app, it is must for your effective learning. 

7. See the chapter 10 of your Science Book and watch the video 3.10.1, 3.10.2, 3.10.3, 

3.10.4, 3.10.5, 3.10.6 of chapter 10 from active app as it will help you to understand 

the topic. 

 

 

 

A. Answer the following questions: 

1.What is hydrophytes? 

……………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. Give examples of partially and fully submerged plants. 

……………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. Write adaptive features of partially submerged plants. 

……………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. Write adaptive features of fully submerged plants. 



……………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

5. Write adaptive features of aquatic animals. 

……………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

B. Choose the correct answer: 

1.The place where a living organism lives and grow naturally, is called______. 

a. environment          b. surrounding            c. habit           d. habitat 

2. Which among the following does not have an arboreal habit? 

a. squirrel             b. insect         c. monkey          d. cheetah 

3. Photosynthesis in cactus is performed by- 

a. stem             b. leaf              c. spine             d. root 

4. The hump of camel stores ________. 

a. fat            b. carbohydrates             c. water             d. both a. and c. 

5. Which of the following statements does not hold true for the lotus plant? 

a. it is rooted in water body 

b. it has numerous on the upper and lower surfaces of its leaves. 

c. the stem is long and has numerous air spaces 

d. it is a partly submerged plant. 

 

C. Fill in the blanks: 

1.Roots are __________ developed in aquatic plants. 

2. A swim bladder provides _________ to a fish. 

3. Lions have strong and _______ toes to walk quietly towards prey. 

4. A long winter sleep is called ________. 



 

 



Hari Vidya Bhawan  

Class VII (Worksheet 41)  

                                                 ENGLISH                            Date :26-10-20 

INSTRUCTIONS :                  

*Pls note from now onwards all worksheets should be completed in notebook of respective subjects. 

*These worksheets will be considered as your periodic test.Marks will be given on completion else you 

will have to appear for pen paper test once the school reopens. 

*Read every topic which will be given in worksheet  of the chapter from your course book. 

*All the students must purchase course books as it will enable you to understand the chapter. 

*All queries regarding worksheets shall be resolved from 08:00 am - 3:00pm.  

*kindly download Active app for your effective learning  

* Read grammar book lesson-21 or videofor21. 21.1,21.21.5,21.21.4this worksheet as it will help you to 

understand the topic. 

 

 

A) Use this phrases in your own sentences: 

1. On the blackboard 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

________ 

2. Towards the door 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_______ 

3. Through the window 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_______ 

4. Some time ago 



_____________________________________________________________________________________

________ 

5.  Open the door 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_________ 

6. For her children 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_________ 

7. Not so easy 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____ 

 8. To the shop 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_______ 

9. In swimming pool 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

________ 

10. In the shadow 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_______  

B) Fill in the blanks with suitable noun phrase of your choice. Also mention a the noun phrase as the 

subject object of the word in each case: 

1. The children like_____________________________________________.  

2. _____________________________________________is not easy.  

3. I prefer_____________________________________________.  

4. _____________________________________________is not impossible anymore.  

5. We enjoy_____________________________________________.  

6. _____________________________________________is no surprise.  

7. He expected_____________________________________________.  



8. _____________________________________________gives me immense pleasure.  

9. The students Wanted_____________________________________________.  

10. My friend hate_____________________________________________.  

11. _____________________________________________is commendable.  

12. Would you mind_____________________________________________.  

 

 

 



                                                                      HARI VIDYA BHAWAN                                                     26-10-2020 

CLASS-VII 

SUBJECT-SCIENCE 

Worksheet – 41 

Chapter 11 – Transportation and Exertion 

INSTRUCTIONS:                   

*Please note from now onwards, all worksheets should be completed in notebook of respective 
subjects.  

*These worksheets will be considered as your periodic test. Marks will be given on completion else 
you will have to appear for pen paper test once the school reopens.                                      

*Read every topic, which will be given in worksheet of the chapter from your course book.                                                

*All the students must purchase course books, as it will enable you to understand the chapter.                                   

*All queries regarding worksheets shall be resolved from 8:00 am - 3:00pm. 

*See video 3.10.1, 3.10.2 and 3.10.3 and read chapter 5(pg. no. – 151 - 157) from science course book 

for this worksheet as it will help you to understand the topic.  

A.  Give reasons for the following:- 

1. Transportation of substances in living organisms  

     

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

__________________ 

2. The heart gives away impure blood through an artery. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

__________________ 

3. Arteries have thick elastic walls.  

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

__________________ 

4. We feel cool in summers while sweating.  

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

__________________ 



5. If plants do not get enough water, they droop and wilt. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

__________________ 



HARI VIDYA BHAWAN 

Class-VIII 

English Worksheet-41 ( 26th OCTOBER) 

Chapter-10 The Black Spot (Ace with Aster) 

 

 Instructions  : 

1. Please note from now onwards all worksheets should be done in respective subject 

notebooks. 

2. Complete this worksheets as your periodic test. Marks will be given to those who 

complete it else you will have to go through pen paper test after the school reopens 

3. Read every topic which is given in worksheet of the chapter from your course book.  All 

students must purchase course books as it will enable you to understand the chapter. 

4. If you have any query related to worksheets ask your queries in whatsapp group between 

8am-3pm. 

5. All the students must download Active app for all content related to chapter for 

completing worksheets. 

6. Watch Video(10.10.4),Listen to the Audio(10.10.6). 

7. Also go through the textbook in active app and read complete chapter for better 

understanding. 

 

A. Answer these questions. 

 

1. Why did the narrator scarcely get time to think of the caption ? 

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________ 

 

2. How would the caption spend his time after the stroke ? 

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________ 

 

3. What did the blind beggar say he would do to the narrator if the latter 

didn’t take him to the caption ? 

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________ 

 

4. What was drawn and written on the card ? How did the caption react 

upon reading the card? 



____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________ 

 

5. It was the second death I had known, and the sorrow of the first was still 

fresh in my heart. Whose deaths is the narrator talking about ? Why was 

the sorrow of the first death still fresh in the narrator’s heart ? 

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________ 

 

 

6. The wrecks are all thy deed, nor doth remain 

A shadow of man’s ravage, save his own 

 

a. What wrecks is the speaker speaking of?  

_________________________________________________________ 

b. Whose deeds are the wrecks? 

_________________________________________________________ 

c. What are man’s ravage? 

_________________________________________________________ 

 

7. He sinks into thy depths with bubbling groan, 

Without a grave, unknelled, uncoffined, and unknown 

 

a. Who is the ‘he’? 

_________________________________________________________ 

b. Where does ‘he’ sink? 

_________________________________________________________ 

c. What is the result of his sinking? 

_________________________________________________________ 

 

8. His steps are no upon thy paths,- thy fields 

Are not a spoil for him, - thou dost arise 

And shake him from thee; the vile strength the wields 

 

a. Whose steps does the speaker refer to ? 

_________________________________________________________ 

b. Why are the fields not a spoil for him ? 

_________________________________________________________ 

c. Whose strength is superior? 



_________________________________________________________ 

 

 



                                                                      HARI VIDYA BHAWAN                                                     26-10-2020 

CLASS-VIII 

SUBJECT-SCIENCE 

Worksheet – 41 

Chapter 11 – Force and Pressure  

INSTRUCTIONS :                   

*Please note from now onwards, all worksheets should be completed in notebook of respective 
subjects.  

*These worksheets will be considered as your periodic test. Marks will be given on completion else 
you will have to appear for pen paper test once the school reopens.                                      

*Read every topic which will be given in worksheet of the chapter from your course book.                                                

*All the students must purchase course books as it will enable you to understand the chapter.                                   

*All queries regarding worksheets shall be resolved from 8:00 am - 3:00pm. 

*See video 4.11.1 & 4.11.3 and read chapter 5(pg no. – 149 - 153) from science coursebook for this 

worksheet as it will help you to understand the topic. 

A. Answer the following questions in brief:- 

1. What is contact force? Give two examples.  

______________________________________________________________________________

_________ 

______________________________________________________________________________

_________ 

2. Write two characteristics of gravitational and magnetic force.  

______________________________________________________________________________

_________ 

______________________________________________________________________________

_________ 

______________________________________________________________________________

_________ 

______________________________________________________________________________

_________ 

3. How much do you weight on an imaginary planet that has no gravitational force?  

______________________________________________________________________________

_________ 

______________________________________________________________________________

_________ 

______________________________________________________________________________

_________ 

4. Name the different that an applied force may have on a body.  



______________________________________________________________________________

_________ 

______________________________________________________________________________

_________ 

5. Define pressure and it's SI unit.  

______________________________________________________________________________

_________ 

______________________________________________________________________________

_________ 

 

 


